Document List - Proprietary Research and the rest.

MIT

In the Public Interest - 46 page 2002 Report by MIT Faculty Committee on the disclosure of Scientific Information

Widnall - 2002 testimony before the US House of Representatives (5pp)

Lincoln Labs

MIT GLOBE Ed - Editorial from the Boston Globe on Lincoln Labs controversy (2pp)

The Tech - Timeline of Lincoln Labs dispute from 2004 (5pp)

Other Universities

Arizona State
Berkeley
Brown
Columbia
Duke
Miami
Michigan
MIT
MPL-Scripps (UCSD)
New Mexico
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oregon
Santa Cruz - 2002 testimony before the US House of Representatives (5pp)
Stanford
Texas
Washington

UH

Present BoR policy (3pp)

MFS 1-86 Senate resolution from 1986

MFS Report 3-05 - Ad Hoc Committee on Proprietary & Classified Research (4pp)

MFS Resolution 3-05 - Resolution based on Report

Peterson Memo - Vince Peterson to Fujio Matsuda, 1985 (2pp)

Peterson Testimony - to Hawaii Leg. - 1986 (2pp)

Senate 12-02

2002 Proposed revisions - to BoR policy - not acted upon by BoR (3pp)
Background to 2002 changes (2pp)

CAB Resolution - 2002 - approved

Senate Minutes approving resolution.